ABSTRACT
Psychosis is one of the mental illnesses that many people are struggling with and its early detection can result in better chances for successful treatment. Unfortunately, symptoms of psychosis are not easy to be discovered and that makes the diagnosis difficult. Some people are unaware that they are suffering from psychosis. In this work we propose a method to predict if someone is potentially dealing with psychosis through detection using posts history on social media. The framework applies NLP techniques with domain expert knowledge to create a custom psychosis corpus that consists of terms consistent with how individuals with psychosis post on social media, applied towards psychosis prediction. Examination through real-world samples from numerous patient posts on social media indicates that the model is an accurate predictor and validates the corpus effectiveness.

POPS FRAMEWORK

BACKGROUND
POPS aims at predicting psychosis presence using social media post history. Its pipeline consists of:

- Post extraction and preprocessing
- User anonymization
- Identification of personal vs general vs non-mental health related posts through lexical analysis parameters
- Corpus creation using posts consistent with mental illness rated by a domain knowledge expert.
- Applying corpus for prediction of psychosis within comments and of user based on post history

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Nothing about this comment sample raises any suspicion at all about the possibility that its author is experiencing psychosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>This comment is a little off. But suspicion for psychosis is mild.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>There is very strong suspicion that the writer has psychosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The writer unambiguously describes his/her experience with psychosis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULTS

The table below shows the classification accuracy of our model for predicting psychosis based on social media posts using Naive Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) classifiers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Post Prediction Vector</th>
<th>Actual Prediction Vector</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]</td>
<td>[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]</td>
<td>[1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>[1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]</td>
<td>[1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


POPS aims at predicting psychosis presence using social media post history. The pipeline consists of:

- Post extraction and preprocessing
- User anonymization
- Identification of personal vs general vs non-mental health related posts through lexical analysis parameters
- Corpus creation using posts consistent with mental illness rated by a domain knowledge expert.
- Applying corpus for prediction of psychosis within comments and of user based on post history
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I. INTRODUCTION

Posting on the internet, including weblogs or social media, is one of the ways individuals seek for an outlet to express themselves or mental health concerns [2]. One of the major advantages the internet offers is the ability for the individual to stay anonymous [17]. 90% of US youth use social media daily, surpassing texting and email [16]. Over 2 billion users engage with social media websites [9]. For many mental health issues such as psychosis the timing of detection and treatment is critical; short and long-term outcomes are better when individuals begin treatment close to the onset of psychosis [5, 22]. The National Suicide Prevention Lifeline [3] for instance adopted a community to help other’s suffering from mental illness. The Lifeline aims at providing help when an individual is in crisis often associated with mental disorders mood disorders, schizophrenia, anxiety disorders, personality disorders and aggressive tendencies [3]. Such illnesses can be diagnosed well in advance without the need for crisis prevention and allow for early treatment plans. With the adoption of texting as a major communication standard, Crisis-Text-Line [2] specializes in crisis prevention through text messaging by connecting individuals to their trained social workers. People feel their identity/privacy is more preserved when they text. Law enforcement are involved in cases of imminent threat. Crisis prevention is not absolute, and these services are dependent on individuals to reach out for support. People considering suicide seek assistance and studies show that 64% of people who attempt suicide visit a doctor in the month before their attempt, while 38% visit in the week before [1]. This is much too late considering that 30 to 70% of suicide victims suffer from one of the aforementioned mental disorders [1]. Early identification and monitoring of schizophrenia can increase the chances of successful management to reduce the chance of psychotic episodes leading to a more comfortable life [18]. While the internet offers a positive medium for short term therapy, it is not a face to face therapy session, wherein a trained professional is better able to deduce the root of the problem [5]. The drawback of psychiatry is that it lacks objectified tests for mental illnesses that would otherwise be present in medicine. Current neuroscience has not yet found genetic markers that can characterize individual mental illnesses [13]. Blended-care treatment takes the infusion of face-to-face therapy and online therapy. Social masks become unnecessary, while still giving the opportunity to nullify misunderstanding during correspondence without the lack of perception that would otherwise be reassuring [5,17].

II. RELATED LITERATURE

There has been recent work done in identifying features in health and specific mental illnesses [2, 15, 19, 21]. While the features are based on association rule mining algorithms, language categorization is not as straightforward. It has been shown that 19 - 28% of all internet users participate in health focused groups and medical forums, while the rest may use abstract language from which we may derive a mental health attribute [15]. Crisis-Text-Line [2] is a text messaging emergency hotline exchanging over 72 million messages to date. They have created a corpus of high-profile markers.
that indicate different levels of urgency that is used to queue conversations based on urgency. Ghazinour et al. [15] explored the effectiveness of SNOMED and MedDRA dictionaries to mine personal health information on MySpace using the bag of words content-based model. They observe that traversing down the dictionary hierarchy, the less prevalent that terms appear in comments, while more general terms may be used out of context. Mitchell et al. [18] explore the topic probability based on word probability using LDA on Tweets collected between schizophrenics and non-schizophrenics. The method performed better when tested against brown clustering and CLM (5-gram) obtained features. Rose et al. [19] felt that the stigma against people with mental illness is a barrier to those seeking help for mental illness. Their study investigated what words students use to refer to those with mental illness in an elementary environment among five schools. A negative stigma undermined the need to seek help during early stages, though it may come from a lack of knowledge [19]. Sokolova et al. [20] used a custom ontology of 500 terms comprised of commonly used terms by patients in clinical settings, which performed exceptionally greater than MedDRA and SNOMED in extracting personal health information on Twitter. Their terms consisted of general body and organ vocabulary. Wei and Singh [21] use network-based features along with traditional content-based features to detect extremism on Twitter based from sentiment towards ISIS. They further this research by constructing weighted networks that models the information between publishers and mentioners of ISIS content. Then they identify 50 features associated with negative/positive ISIS sentiment supporters to construct a weighted graph based on centrality to identify user extremists [22].

III. IMPLEMENTATION

POPS – Psychosis Onset Prediction System consists of various modules to predict if an individual is mentally ill using social media comment history.

To achieve this, a custom raw data scraper gathers thread, user, post and timestamp data from the website. Data is cleaned and organized with openpyxl. To keep in accordance with the United States Health Information Portability and Accountability Act (HIPPA), the comments were made untraceable to a particular user. A renaming that was an individual’s actual name is kept hidden by replacing it instead with the retrieved userID that the website associates them with.

A custom regex parser is used to eliminate mistakes within sentences users might have written and creates tokens from each word. Stop-words removal and lemmatization then remove redundancy of terms. Tokens are stemmed using the NLTK snowballStemmer [8] and aggregated back into a sentence format. A term frequency distribution, collocations and TF-IDF are run to isolate frequent unigrams, bigrams, trigrams (The posts are from people with mental illness).

Posts are categorized into 3 categories using lexical analysis, keyword presence and spaCy POS tagger [4] applying the following subject-verb connectives: “nsubj”, “nsubjpass”, “poss”. Categorization is evaluated by psychosis expert.

We consider 50 random comments from 10 users; 5 users chosen from the personal mental health and general mental health categories were tagged by our psychosis expert without indicating what user it came from to prevent bias. Each comment is tagged using a custom evaluation schema. With each comment given a rating, the ratings are stripped and bunched based on what user they came from and returned to our psychosis expert for an unbiased overall user score following the same evaluation schema.

We apply bag of words for sentence vectorization. Scikit-learn classifier (Naive Bayes, SVM, KNN) is trained with an 80% by 20% training/set split since the tagged data amount is scarce.

IV. RESULTS

Our findings show that the SVM classifier performed most accurately (100%), while the NB and KNN (K=3) classifiers both capped at 80%

This supports the fact that our corpus keywords consisting of unigrams and bigrams are effective.
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